Consider a rigid-link robot with the dynamic model 7 = H C q ; p ) i + C ( q , Q ; p ) Q + The robust control law is given by 7 = Hs(q*;p*)~s+C,(q*,q*;p')y,+G,(~*;p*)-KW+LI,,
where M(.) denotes a bounded external disturbance (definitions of other terms and variables can be found in the literature). The objective addressed herein is to find a control strategy that exhibits the following features: (1) simple to implement, (2) easy to code for program and is one of the rate functions which is introduced to adjust rate-of-convergence (ROC) (see [4] ).
Definition 1
Let v(t) be defined on [to, CO) . v ( t ) is in the class VI if
is nonnegative constant or in VII if v ( t ) is bounded, positive, and decreasing for all t E [ t o , CO).
The robust control law is given by 7 = Hs(q*;p*)~s+C,(q*,q*;p')y,+G,(~*;p*)-KW+LI,,
where K = KT > 0, and H 3 ( . ) , C,(. 
This is called saturation (or boundary layer) controller [l] and has been widely used to achieve bounded stability. Another specific choice for v(t) ( p = -1, rn = 0, n = 1) is v(t) = v l e -u 2 t , which gives the strategy proposed in [2] , U, = -l , w l l~+~~e -~u 2 t .
An extreme case, n -CO, rn --+ CO and p = -1, gives v(t) = 0, which corresponds to the variable structure control [3], U, = -&q.
As is shown later, v(t) = 0 gives the fastest convergence, while v(t) = po gives the slowest. However, due to physical limitations, "too fast" could lead to chattering. Hence, the choice of v(t) depends on the requirements for ROC, transient response, and steady state performance.
Tracking stability results based on the so-called generalized energy accumulation principle [4] are given next.
and ~( t ) are chosen such that A w 2 1; V ( 7 ) K 2 ( 7 ) d 7 5 cz' < CO vi E [t",c@) . ( 4 ) then stable path tracking is ensured and the riitk-ofconvergence is at least ~-' ( t ) . 
Comment
Clearly v plays an interesting role in these robust control strategies. First, v is related to the overall tracking performance in that the bound on J c depends on the choice of v. Second, v specifies the boundary layer in the strategies. Since v is time varying, the boundary layer is also varying. This property can be used to retain the merits of the VSC strategy and avoid the problem of chattering.
